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Introduction
The annual Birmingham Economic Review is produced by the University of
Birmingham’s City-REDI and the Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce,
with contributions from the West Midlands Growth Company. It is an in-depth
exploration of the economy of England’s second city and is a high-quality
resource for organisations seeking to understand the city to inform research,
policy or investment decisions. This year’s Birmingham Economic Review has
been organised according to the five foundations of the UK’s Industrial Strategy,
which aims to boost productivity and the earning power of the national economy.
We hope this review will help to inform Birmingham’s approach to the UK’s
Industrial Strategy and a more productive and inclusive local economy that draws
on the strengths of the city and works across industry, academia and civil society.
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Foreword
Birmingham is currently electrified by excitement
about HS2, about the 2022 Commonwealth Games,
about infrastructure developments such as Paradise
Circus… and the 2018 Birmingham Economic Review
reflects this more than ever before. Like all great cities,
Birmingham has challenges to overcome, but we have
a rich history of innovation and an unbridled ambition
that will continue to drive the region’s upwards
trajectory.
Birmingham boasts world class universities and creative industries, we have a
growing digital sector and an expertise in business, professional and financial
services, and the city has a wealth of opportunities in the pipeline. The
Birmingham city-region is currently experiencing the highest inward investment
outside of London, and our visitor economy is going from strength to strength.
We are turning heads, not just in the UK but around the world.
The challenge now is ensuring that these opportunities are accessible to
businesses and people in the region. Maintaining recent momentum in tackling
skills gaps, developing inclusive pathways into high-value future jobs and
improving productivity will be crucial.
This review provides a comprehensive but navigable analysis of the city-region,
and is an invaluable resource for anyone looking to start, grow or move a business
to Birmingham. The world-class research powered by the University of
Birmingham City-REDI will also provide essential intelligence for stakeholders at a
regional and national level as local industrial strategies and Brexit negotiations are
finalised.

Paul Faulkner
CEO, Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce

Welcome
On behalf of the University of Birmingham I would like
to welcome you to the 2018 Birmingham Economic
Review jointly produced by City-REDI and our partners,
the Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce and
the West Midlands Growth Company. This year’s
review provides a snapshot of key economic data for
the city-region, including: population, employment,
qualifications and the problem of ‘skills poverty’,
income, transport and housing, our key industries and
relative levels of productivity, trade and FDI, and rates
of business births and deaths. These come with expert commentary from leading
researchers, policymakers and managers from the region.
We have structured our report this year around the 5 pillars of the government’s
national industrial strategy: ideas, people, infrastructure, business environment
and places. In combination, these underpin our ability to innovate and in turn
improve our relative competitiveness, adaptability and resilience in the face of
changing opportunities and threats in the global economy. There are signs that
the Birmingham city-region is becoming more creative, innovative and attractive
as a location for R&D investment, leading firms and talented people.
This momentum provides an excellent base for our city-region to weather Brexit
uncertainties and benefit from the new opportunities presented by rapid global
change. To build on this momentum we need strong partnerships between local
organisations and a coherent regional industrial strategy underpinned by
intelligent analysis to support informed decision-making. I hope you will agree
that this report and the wider collaboration between the University of Birmingham
and local partners helps us meet these challenges.

Professor Simon Collinson
Deputy Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Regional Economic Engagement and Director of
the City-Region Economic Development Institute (City-REDI), Birmingham
Business School, University of Birmingham

Executive Summary
Outside of London, Birmingham is the largest city economy in the UK. It is the West
Midlands’ regional centre of business, retail, leisure and culture. It is also the regional heart
of employment with almost half a million people working in the city. Birmingham has a
growing reputation as a location of international business and ranks highly for future
investability. The city economy performs well on a number of measures. Economic output
is growing and reached £26.2bn in 2016.
Birmingham has an advantage compared to many other areas of the UK due to its
geographical position. The city is within four hours travel time of 90% of the UK’s
population and business. It is located at the hub of the UK’s motorway and rail network,
and is home to Birmingham Airport, the third busiest UK airport outside of London and
the South East. The city’s advantageous geographical connectivity brings significant
growth opportunities for the local economy. This is highlighted and enhanced by recent
investment in Birmingham Airport, New Street Gateway, and Midland Metro. This will
further increase national and international connectivity.
As an employment centre within the West Midlands and a core city, Birmingham’s
economy and labour market sits at the heart of a set of complex interlinked relationships
with its neighbouring areas, which together form the wider functional economic
geography of the city-region.
Its labour market links are particularly strong in terms of providing employment for
residents of neighbouring areas within the city and for Birmingham residents commuting
to neighbouring areas for work. When positioned next to Birmingham’s comparatively low
employment rate, the high level of people who commute into the city suggests an
imbalance in the local labour market between residents’ skill levels and jobs.
Nevertheless, the city possesses strong innovation resources and networks. It offers five
universities with internationally recognised research facilities in areas such as engineering,
creative industries, energy, life sciences, low carbon fuel technology and medical sciences.
Relative to last year the population continues to be young relative to the UK with 23%
under-16 compared to 19% nationally. The city’s working age population also continues to
be higher than the national average which, together with a lower than average older
population, creates the opportunity for a more vibrant labour supply environment.

Table 1: Scorecard for Birmingham
Birmingham

WMCA

West
Midlands

England

POPULATION (ONS, 2017)
Total, 2017

1,137,123

-

5,810,773

55,268,067

Aged 0-15, %

22.8

21.3

19.5

19.1

Aged 16-64, %

64.3

63.2

62.2

63.1

Aged 65+, %

12.9

15.5

18.3

17.9

GVA per Head (£)

23,300

21,771

22,144

27,060

GVA per Hour (£)

28.13

28.3

28.28

33.05

46,777

46,343

46,298

53,474

Economic Activity Rate, aged 16-64

69.4

72.4

76.4

78.6

Economic Inactivity Rate, aged 16-64

30.6

27.6

23.6

21.4

Employment Rate, aged 16-64

63.6

67.3

72.4

75.1

8.4

7.0

5.4

4.5

GVA (ONS, 2016)

GVA per Filled Job (£)

EMPLOYMENT (ONS, 2017)

Unemployment Rate, aged 16-64

BUSINESS DEMOGRAPHY (ONS, 2016)
Births per 1000 population

8.2

6.3

6.0

6.8

Deaths per 1000 population

4.9

4.2

4.2

5.3

39.0

41.5

44.4

44.0

NVQ4 and above, aged 16-64 (%)

31.4

29.6

31.8

38.3

NVQ3 and above, aged 16-64 (%)

50.4

47.4

50.8

57.1

NVQ3, aged 16-64 (%)

18.4

16.9

17.7

17.3

NVQ2 and above, aged 16-64 (%)

65.4

65

69.3

74.6

NVQ2, aged 16-64 (%)

14.4

16.7

17.2

16.1

NVQ1 and above, aged 16-64 (%)

76.6

76.6

80.6

85.5

NVQ1, aged 16-64 (%)

11.2

11.5

11.3

10.9

Trade apprenticeships, aged 16-64 (%)

1.2

1.8

2.6

2.9

12.6

13.1

10.4

7.6

Jobs Density
Managers, Directors & Senior Officials, %
(SOC1)

0.8

0.76

0.79

0.85

9.5

9.1

10.6

11.2

Professional Occupations, % (SOC2)
Associate Professional and Technical
Occupations, % (SOC3)
Administrative and Secretarial Occupations,
% (SOC4)
Skilled Trades Occupations, % (SOC5)

19.2

17.7

17.8

20.3

13.0

12.5

13.1

14.6

10.1

10.7

10.4

10.3

8.9

10.2

11

10.2

8.2

9.4

9.4

9.0

8.1

8.1

7.0

7.4

8.7

8.5

8.0

6.2

13.5

13.0

12.2

10.4

5-year Business Survival Rate (2011 Births)

SKILLS (ONS, 2017)

No Qualifications, aged 16-64 (%)

JOBS (ONS, 2017)

Caring, Leisure and Other Service
Occupations, % (SOC6)
Sales and Customer Service Occupations, %
(SOC7)
Process, Plant and Machine Operatives, %
(SOC8)
Elementary Occupations, % (SOC9)

WORKLESSNESS (ONS, 2017)
JSA claimants as a % of working age
population, 16-64
Workless Households %

3.0

2.2

1.5

1.0

18.2

19.6

16.4

14.6

523.0

-

517.4

555.8

549.4

-

514.9

555.8

EARNINGS (ONS, 2017)
Median Gross Weekly Pay, full-time workers
(£) - residents
Median Gross Weekly Pay, full-time workers
(£) - workers

Key Challenges and Opportunities for Birmingham
Rebecca Riley, City-REDI, University of Birmingham

There are incredible infrastructure developments
coming into the city over the coming years and we
have yet to see how these projects, especially the
arrival of HS2 and the 2022 Commonwealth Games, will
impact upon commuter flows in and out of
Birmingham, perceptions of the city, and the
concentration of different sectors within the region.
We are already seeing firms turning their attention
toward Birmingham. HSBC relocating the headquarters
of their business bank to Birmingham is a milestone for
the city and is already generating greater investment and attracting growth in the
current business base. Businesses expect this to increase with the arrival of HS2
making travel between the capital and the second city even more efficient.
Nevertheless, it would be remiss to forget the issue of Brexit whilst looking ahead.
As the details of the UK’s exit from the European Union continue to materialise, it
will be important to consider how arrangements will impact upon Birmingham’s
key industries and those of the region. There is already evidence showing that
investment is stalling or slowing. However, Birmingham seems to be gaining as
companies recognise they need to de-risk London costs and focus on regional
offices. City-REDI’s analysis 1 also shows that it is the Midlands and the North of
England that are by far the most vulnerable to Brexit and are more exposed than
any other region in Europe. This is because the Midlands and the North of England
are much more dependent on EU markets for their trade than London, the SouthEast or Scotland. Our research also found that financial services is one of the least
vulnerable sectors to Brexit, which is good news for Birmingham as this sector is
seen to be fuelling the new revival of the city. The exposure for the sector is 8% of
its GDP nationally. This is still significant, but it is low in comparison to many other
sectors – largely because the financial services sector is already highly globalised
and therefore displays a low dependence on EU markets. Our work into the sector
has further reinforced this, demonstrating the sector is highly flexible and resilient
1

The Economic Impacts of Brexit on the UK, its Regions, its Cities and its Sectors

and can see opportunities from Brexit as firms require more advice and support in
the new post-Brexit world.
Brexit, however, is likely to exacerbate underlying challenges, and a key issue is
tackling the skills gaps and very high local unemployment. Ensuring we build
inclusive pathways into the expected growth in jobs is vital to ensure that the
whole community thrives. Unlike many other cities, we have a young vibrant
workforce and this could give us a competitive advantage, but we need to ensure
strategy and policy support this and continues to attract skilled people and equip
our young people with the opportunities to access growth.
In the absence of detail, however, it is important that Birmingham moves forward
with confidence and builds upon the progress made over recent years so that the
city can continue to develop and capitalise on the opportunities ahead. Key to this
is continuing to change perceptions about the jobs, opportunities and lifestyle the
city can offer to attract talent and investment.

Managing Challenges in Birmingham
Henrietta Brealey, Director of Policy and Strategic Relationships, Greater Birmingham
Chambers of Commerce

The Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce has
been helping businesses connect, access support and
grow for over two centuries. This report highlights the
region’s great strengths and glittering opportunities on
the horizon. But if also throws into relief some of the
challenges businesses face, namely on skills,
productivity, congestion and, of course, navigating
Brexit.
As we always have, the Chamber stands ready to help
businesses take advantage of the opportunities and manage challenges. We will
continue to work closely with HS2 and the Birmingham Commonwealth Games
2022 organising committee to ensure that local organisations are ready and able
to access the ample business opportunities arising from these flagship
investments.
Our Asian Business Chamber of Commerce Diversity in Leadership campaign aims
to positively challenge businesses to embrace the underutilised talent in the cityregion’s minority groups and we continue to publish new research into businesses’
views on skills and skills gaps to inform local and national stakeholders. The
Growth Through People campaign helps businesses boost productivity through

investing in leadership and management skills and our Invest to Grow campaign
focuses on fostering investment in innovation, R&D, technology and machinery.
Our research has shown businesses’ views on the impact of traffic congestion on
productivity and we continue to work closely with city and regional stakeholders
to champion businesses needs on this agenda, including on the proposed Clean
Air Zone.
International Trade is another key component of productivity. Research from the
ONS indicates that in 2016, businesses that reported goods exports or imports
were around 21% and 20% more productive respectively than businesses which do
not trade. Our International Hub, British American Business Council and Greater
Birmingham Commonwealth Chamber of Commerce services and sections are
proactively supporting businesses in growing their international links.
Brexit remains a fundamental challenge for British businesses and we continue to
produce new, easy to use tools for businesses to aid planning and challenge
stakeholders to give businesses the clarity they need on the UK’s future
relationship with the EU.
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